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its also neat to see that wes adds to the message with some humor to keep it from being too heavy-handed.
wes is a funny guy, so a lot of the humor comes out when people see the monsters, like when corinne day has
a very trippy hallucination about her father. or when mary woronov escapes from her hell-like apartment (and

the hell-like apartment is a very nice touch, especially if youre not aware of the horrors going on in her
apartment). or when wes sneaks up on peter cushing and scares the holy shit out of him. its nice to see this

relationship between wes and peter, this kind of banter and joking back and forth, and it serves to lighten the
movie and keep the film from being too overbearing. you can count on john ratzenbergerto play a character

with a distinctive voice and physical trait, and also to make sure that he is quick to keep up with the dialogue
and the character. he also manages to play the role in such a way that he doesnt seem like the typical

hollywood tough guy. for example, when michael eats some mushrooms, ratzenberger plays it so real, you
cant help but laugh at it. on the other hand, the three leads, and the rest of the cast, all give performances

worthy of a real horror film, and a memorable debut for director john carpenter. the first horror comics i
remember reading were the mad ghost comics. i remember how much i loved them. i loved the stories, the
artwork, and the fact that they were illustrated by a guy named bill everett. i didnt know any of the comics

artists, but i saw them on display at my public library and just had to have them. i also remember how lucky i
was to be able to buy them. i would go to the newsstand at the mall, and the mad ghost comics would be right
next to the latest, best-selling comic. i would buy the one that wasnt available at the newsstand, or buy more

than the ones that were, so that i could get the ones that werent there. the first comics i bought at the
newsstand were the mad ghost comics, and the first horror comics i bought were by the same author (bill

everett).
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